In reply:
The letter from WikEM's founders 1 regarding the importance of wikis raised some valid points. We agree that wikis are valuable social media tools for the dissemination and organization of knowledge. The OpenEM Foundation, in particular, has done an admirable job of developing a useful resource in WikEM and deserves recognition and support for their efforts.
However, the strategies in our article 2 focused on effectively using online resources and not on specific resources. Wikis have been defined as Web sites that can be openly edited and use crowd-sourcing as a method for improving and revising their content. 3 However, for the users consuming content (our article's target audience), they function as freestanding resources that are similar to others created by individuals or groups. They were not considered a sixth strategy in our article for this reason. However, we do believe WikEM warrants a position of high-quality online resources; there were simply too many great Web sites to list them all in our summary 
